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Langia runs Remotely

Langia is not only in the front line of technology but also in
the front line of sustainability.
We have been working remotely as our normal way of
operating since 2014. We have long experience with
working remotely and still delivering large and complex SAP
Commerce projects successfully.
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Our Approach
Technology helps us to connect with clients and colleagues effectively and makes our remote policy possible.

No Daily Commuting
We encourage our employees to
work from anywhere with a good
internet connection to minimize
our carbon footprint of everyday
work.

Business Travel at Minimum
The simplest way to cut emissions
caused by travel is to avoid it. We
have long experience in delivering
complex projects remotely.

Travel Green
Our strategy for reducing travel
emissions involves both reducing
the number of journeys and also
looking for less carbon-intensive
ways of travelling, if the trip is

absolutely necessary.
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Unit: kg CO2 /year

Langia Saves 138 824 kg CO2 per year
•

We save 52,496 kg of CO2 emission from no daily
commuting to the office every year.

•
138,824

number of business trips every year.
•

86,328

We save 86,328 kg of CO2 emission by minimizing the
In total, Langia saves 138 824 kg of CO2 emission per
year.*

52,496
CO2 savings
from no daily
commuting

CO2 savings
from business
trips

CO2 savings in
total
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Climate change is the challenge of our generation, and it is the Langia’s long-term ambition to lead our industry
towards net-zero emissions. We will continue our remote work policy with minimized business trips while delivering
100% high-quality SAP Commerce expertise to our clients.
At Langia we have extensive experience in optimizing projects based on SAP Commerce, removing the bottlenecks,
and making the whole solution future-proof. To help we bring a pool of leading SAP Commerce experts, who have
experience from major international end customers and projects. In many cases, our consultants also have a
background with SAP Commerce itself ensuring a profound platform understanding and excellent quality in our
delivery. If you are looking for expertise to ensure your solution can meet your performance needs, please contact
us.

Contact Us

*calculation based on Langia number of employees, daily commuting emmision and flight emission to clients
Surces:
https://www.climatepartner.com/en/news/how-sustainable-commuting-can-improve-a-company-carbon-footprint
https://www.flysas.com/en/sustainability/emission-calculator/
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